a = lim sup = -lim sup n \ a n \ pln .
It will be observed that the coefficient l/(ep) in (2) comes exclusively into the case of entire functions of finite order as we will see in the Theorem I. 
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Letting e->0 we have X^JU. Let <r = e\T for g = 2 and <r = r for g^3, from (13) I a n |*/"-logl*-2^ ^ *+ e we see, by logarithmic differentiation with (4), that the maximum of I a"| r n is estimated by
(u) 1 «.1,-s ^(U™ (_t±*LJ)).£EiW) "*,).
Hence, we have, with s / = exp l^-2] ((o , +2€)r x ), using (6), that X ^ lim sup : r = /x n-»oo -log I a n \ and (18) K + € ^ -lim sup log*«-2 3 it-I a n | x/w = r.
0* n-»oo
The theorem is thereby proved.
4. Further remarks.
Utterly integer valued transcendental entire function.
We have many results on the integer valued entire functions of index q = 2, (finite order) i.e., [3] but here we introduce a theorem on index q^3, whose proof together with its generalization and applications on number theory will appear in a future paper. The author conjectures to have the similar formula as in Theorem I, but this formulation is incomplete at this moment. S. A research problem. To generalize the discussion into the meromorphic functions, we propose the following problem which is originally given by E. G. Straus.
THEOREM II. A transcendental entire function which together with all its derivatives assumes integers at all integer points (utterly integer valued) must have index q^S and, if the index is
Problem. Let f{z) be a meromorphic function and T(r) be its characteristic function, let logU-i] rW (19) \(q) = lim sup = X r-*«> log r and, when 0<X< oo, 
